
The European Society for 
Organ Transplantation partnered 
with SpotMe to replace a phone 
book of printed materials with 
an engaging event app. With 
SpotMe, ESOT seamlessly 
connected disparate databases 
for registration, speaker bios, 
abstract management, agendas, 
and poster sessions for the main 
congress and multiple satellite 
symposia. ESOT saved 4,675 kg 
(10,307 lbs) of paper—but also 
started to think differently about 
its congress. They enhanced 
poster sessions and panel 
discussions with QR codes and 
interactive Q&A.
 
The 3,412 participants now 
connect directly with any of the 
other attendees through SpotMe 
messaging. Over 4 days, they 
scheduled 2,284 appointments 
and sent 27,735 messages. 
Beyond the Congress, ESOT now 
uses SpotMe’s Backstage content 
management system to manage 
5 additional events throughout 
the year. Watch the ESOT video: 
sl.spotme.com/esotblog

SBM needed buy-in for a new 
corporate strategy. With a multi-billion 
dollar investment at stake, they also 
needed a solid plan to execute the 
roll-out. During an intense, 3-hour 
heatmap session, the CEO and CFO 
moderated 8 back-to-back roadmap 
discussions with the project leaders. The 
150 managers gauged the strategies in 
real time, moving the sliders in the app 
between “hot” and “cold.” SBM quickly 
saw which proposals had wide support 
and could focus the discussion on those 
requiring additional debate.

SBM and SpotMe share an 8-year 
history of collaboration and meeting 
innovation. Watch the SBM video: 
sl.spotme.com/sbmblog 
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Meeting design: With over 14 
years in the industry, our event 
producers have (nearly) seen it all. 
SpotMe’s meeting architecture 
expertise helps you optimize your 
event app. We don’t just hand you 
a piece of software; rather, we 
discuss your objectives and help 
design a true experience.

100% adoption: Magic happens 
when everyone participates. More 
and more participants install the 
event app on their own iOS or 
Android device, but rarely all. 
SpotMe has the most efficient 
process to complement your 
participants’ own devices with 
SpotMe loaner iPads, iPad minis, 
and iPod touches.

Intuitive user interface: The SpotMe app lets participants access 
critical information and relevant tools with fewer taps so they 
spend their time participating, not navigating.

Don’t just talk App. Talk Event with the SpotMe team. 

A lot of event apps give you the usual features like agendas and bios, 
but we don’t stop there. For us, success with a client is building a 
transformative event, an event where people say, “Wow. I’ve never met 
like that before.”

Even after 3,500 events around the world, with over a million 
participants, we never take that for granted.

SpotMe was born in 2001 as a handheld device that enabled 
participants to find each other and really connect. Today, we create 
top-notch mobile event apps for the most discerning agencies and 
event owners. Clients as diverse as Intel, PwC, Red Hat, and Novartis 
have all trusted SpotMe to produce engaging participant experiences.

The mobile app for high-stakes events
Meetings and events are high-stakes propositions: they are complex, 
often expensive, rare opportunities to collaborate and build 
enthusiasm. SpotMe powers your most crucial events through:

Reliability: SpotMe’s proprietary network infrastructure (including our 
own on-site servers) keeps the app running smoothly, even in venues 
with spotty Internet access.

Engaged participants: Meetings aren’t about pushing attendee lists 
and content. They’re about interaction: icebreaking, networking, 
sharing knowledge, and generating ideas. SpotMe activities like 
moderated brainstorming, segmented polling, and idea ranking  
tap into your participants’ wisdom and keep them engaged.

http://sl.spotme.com/esotblog
http://sl.spotme.com/sbmblog
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SpotMe’s core market includes these diverse meeting types: 

Hire an expert team, do it yourself with 
Backstage—or both
Service needs vary from event to event, and from one client to the 
next. Whether you’re an event owner, agency, or event professional, 
we make it easy to work with SpotMe.

Traditionally, SpotMe is best known for providing full-service event 
production, from meeting design to on-site moderation and post-event 
reporting. Our full-service engagement includes an on-site production 
team that manages server and network infrastructure, speaker training, 
interactive sessions, live updates, and participant support.

Prefer a more hands-on approach? We can empower you to 
configure and customize the app yourself with the Backstage content 
management system. Backstage is perfect for clients managing 
smaller meetings on their own, or for agencies and event professionals 
producing events using SpotMe.

However you choose to produce your event app, SpotMe is your 
partner, equipping you with the tools, training, and guidance to create 
an amazing event.

Let’s get going! 
www.SpotMe.com/connect

Beyond agendas:  
ideation, networking, collaboration
The best events create a true dialogue that shapes actionable 
outcomes.

Survey your participants and generate a live word cloud to see which 
topics are most important, then instantly assign corresponding 
breakout groups. Use live heatmapping tools to gauge which audience 
segments are most enthusiastic—or reticent—about the proposal 
you’re presenting. With this kind of insight, moderators  
stay in sync with participants.

The SpotMe platform contains a full portfolio of session-enhancing 
tools and activities to achieve: 

•   Education   •   Motivation   •   Collaboration 
•   Alignment   •   Networking   •   Teambuilding

Plus, SpotMe teams have the expertise and unstoppable creativity to 
design, develop, and produce that extra-special custom activity.
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